
 

Title: Marketing Director  

Reports to: CEO  

Based in: London  

 

 

Marketing Director  

About TCUK 

 

 

Tech City UK believe that the UK is the best place to start and/or grow a digital 

business. 

Starting life in Shoreditch, East London in 2010, and launched by the UK Prime 

Minister David Cameron, to support the East London tech cluster known as 

London Tech City or Silicon Roundabout, Tech City UK has since grown its 

support to Greater London and other major cities around the UK, through key 

initiatives like Tech Nation and Tech North. Tech City UK’s aim is to help 

accelerate the growth of promising digital businesses in the UK. 

They do this by focusing on three areas: 

o    Business Lifecycle Programmes - such as Upscale, Future Fifty and 

Northern Stars - these help digital start-ups through every stage of their maturity 

– from seed to IPO, like Upscale and Future Fifty   

o    Digital Skills Gap – closing the digital skills gap by creating products and 

services – such as the Digital Business Academy and Tech Nation Visa - that make 

help fast growing digital business gain access to the most relevant people they 

need to manage their growth   

o    Thought Leadership & Advocacy – using data, intelligence and connections 

within the community, they are able to create reports and host events that mark 

Tech City UK as thought leaders in creating digital ecosystems. Examples include 



 

Tech Nation and Tech North’s Founders Network  Tech City UK are a small but 

fast growing, high performance team with high standards and big ambitions.   

“We strive for excellence in everything we do. Our aim is to be transformative and 

collaborative in our work. We focus on speed, scale, smart resourcefulness and 

unbounded optimism. We never ship junk and never start with ‘no’. We’re solution 

oriented and always focus on the outcome and the impact of any project or priority. 

We’re a curious bunch, creative and a little quirky. We debate things passionately 

in team meetings and stand-ups. We agree and disagree on how the world should 

work, but we all agree on making a big difference through our work at Tech City 

UK. “  

 Tech City UK are now entering a new phase of development. Having recently 

secured four years of further funding from the government, they are now aiming 

to elevate the conversation internationally and work to deliver a long-term 

vision of the UK as the destination for technology and entrepreneurialism in 

Europe. At this critical time in European history, this mission could not be more 

vital.  The organisation is seeking a Marketing Director who will deliver against 

this vision. The organisation will continue its role as a vital advocate for the Tech 

sector in the UK. They will act as a thought leader and continue to lobby for 

effective infrastructure, regulation and policy to enhance the opportunity for 

entrepreneurs.  Tech City UK sits at the centre of policy, technology 

development, entrepreneurialism and investment and plays a vital role in the 

development of the U.K.'s technology ecosystem. They continue to strive to 

ensure the UK remains the best place for the best technology entrepreneurs to 

start their businesses.  http://www.techcityuk.com/   

The Role 

The Marketing Director will play a critical role in delivering the next phase of the 

Tech City UK vision, elevating the conversation to an international level. They 



 

will continue to position Tech City UK as a key influencer of public policy, a vital 

advocate for the community via both its programmes and activities, and a centre 

of thought leadership and education. They will shine a spotlight on the UK 

ensuring that entrepreneurs consider it a first choice destination for the 

incubation of new ventures, and a centre that consistently attracts the very best 

capital streams and talent. 

They will also play an essential role in the long-term effectiveness of Tech City 

UK, supporting the organisation’s ability to leverage its brand, knowledge and 

skills to attract and generate private as well as public sector revenue, thus 

ensuring its position and long-term impact. 

The Marketing Director is a critical hire for the organisation. They will be tasked 

with delivering the vision for the brand, and executing an effective marketing 

and communication strategy to deliver the vision of Tech City UK to its core 

stakeholders. The Marketing Director will be a strategic communications 

specialist, a passionate technology advocate, and a world-class communicator 

and policy influencer. They will lead an energetic team to deliver meaningful 

results. Ultimately the work of the marketing organisation and Tech City UK as a 

whole will be measured on the revenue generated by the technology sector, the 

number of success stories, the volume of listings and exits, the number of 

companies created, and the number of people employed in the Tech sector. 

Main Duties and Responsibilities 

o    Elevate the conversation internationally   



 

o    Build the TCUK brand, act as brand guardian and maintain responsibility for 

clear brand hierarchy, as well as execution of brand across all channels. Able to 

create GTM strategies for the master-brand and its product portfolio   

o    Work closely with the Head of Partnerships on the development of 

opportunities to leverage the TCUK brand commercially   

o    Design and deliver all national and internationally focused external 

communications and campaigns  from the core TCUK organisation 

o    Manage public relations and media (inbound and outbound) regionally, 

nationally and internationally   

o    Grow audiences across all touchpoints channels: including digital, social, 

online, website, physical  events etc. Work to optimize TCUK’s digital presence.   

o    Oversee partnerships and events as part of a joined up external relations 

strategy   

o    Provide cross programme marketing support to TCUK programmes including 

Future Fifty, Digital Business Academy, HQUK, visa programmes, Tech Nation 

Alliance and the Tech Nation project   

o    Manage organisational CRM strategy to support inbound and outbound 

marketing   

o    Collate and scale expertise, information and knowledge for use outside of the 

organisation to provide support to the digital business community   

o    Management of departmental KPI setting and optimisation across all 

activities; management of ongoing budgets.   

  



 

Experience and Characteristics (Essential and Desired)   

o    Mission-driven in personality, with a clear alignment to the organisational 

goals and objectives   

o    Hands on. Able to both do and strategise.   

o    Excellent understanding of tech entrepreneurship and culture with a visible 

passion for innovation   

o    An experienced marketer, with experience ideally within the broad 

technology community. Will bring particular strengths in brand and 

communications management. Will ideally understand how to manage a master 

and portfolio brand strategy, and develop a clear relationship between the TCUK 

master brand and its successful initiatives (e.g. Future Fifty)   

o    Will have strong experience of executing campaigns across media, 

demonstrating a particular grasp of PR, content, and social media. A good holistic 

understanding of digital channels and event management would be 

advantageous; experience of product marketing would also be valuable.   

o    Experience of government communications or policy environments desirable 

but not essential   

o    A good grasp of the UK tech scene. Will ideally have operated in the UK for 

significant chunks of their career   

o    Internationally minded, ideally with experience of working across different 

geographies   

o    Clear, creative and adept communicator, capable of managing multiple 

stakeholders. Will implicitly  understand the complexity of the TCUK audience 



 

and will be adept at tailoring communications and  initiatives to specific 

audiences. Will work tirelessly to align the interests of the community.   

o    A strong creative writer, evidenced through blogs and self-generated thought 

pieces   

o    A great leader of people and budgets. Able to provide support to wider TCUK 

team where needed.   

o    Ability to manage multiple projects and priorities, as well as provide calm 

crisis management when  needed   

o    Analytical and decisive decision maker with the ability to prioritise and 

communicate to staff key  objectives and tactics necessary to achieve 

organisational goals   

o    A comfortable media operator, able to interact with a diverse range of 

stakeholders. Adaptable in  style.   

o    Preferably degree educated   

 Contact Details  

If you are interested, please send a covering letter, your CV and a short email to  for 

more details maria.josife@erevena.com . No agencies please. Tech City UK is an 

equal opportunities employer. Job applicants must prove their ability to work in the 

UK.  

 

 

 
 

 
 


